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Ecoustic® Blade is a highly-functional acoustic ceiling tile and panel made from solid timber blades. Ideal for both existing and new interior spaces, 
the sophisticated sound absorbing timber blades are designed for use in ceiling and wall applications.

For increased acoustic broadband performance, an Ecoustic® Infill that significantly increases the sound absorption across a wide range of 
frequencies is available for Ecoustic® Blade ceiling tiles.

The modularity of the Ecoustic® Blade system allows a simple and efficient installation process requiring minimal onsite labour. The ceiling tiles and 
panels can be easily removed to gain access to services and concealed fixings.

Ecoustic® Blade ceiling tiles and panels are available in nine timber finishes and various profile and spacing options. Please refer to our website for 
current profile and finish options.
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Acoustic

Tested to AS/ISO 354-2006 E400 Mounting

Ecoustic® Blade Profile NRC Weighted Sound Absorption 
Coefficient αw

3018-14 0.5 0.5

3018-14 with Ecoustic® Infill 0.8 0.85

3060-7 0.45 0.5

3060-7 with Ecoustic® Infill 0.75 0.7

3018-17 0.55 0.5

3018-17 with Ecoustic® Infill 0.85 0.85

1830-13 0.5 0.5

1830-13 with Ecoustic® Infill 0.8 0.8

3060-8 0.4 0.4

3060-8 with Ecoustic® Infill 0.65 0.65



Timber Finishes

Espresso Hemlock

White Wash Hemlock Hemlock Clear

Hickory Hemlock

Birch Ply Spotted Gum

Walnut Hemlock

Western Red Cedar

Shale Hemlock

Please refer to our website for current finishes range

Ceiling Tiles

1830-13 (15mm grid)

3018-14 (24mm grid) 3060-7 (24mm grid)

3060-8 (15mm grid)3018-17 (15mm grid)

Wall + Ceiling Panels

1830-73018-9 3060-43018-7

Profiles

Some finishes are unavailable in selected profiles, please refer to the product specification for more details
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Product   Ecoustic® Blade Ceiling Tile - 5 profiles 
Ecoustic® Blade Wall + Ceiling Panel - 4 profiles

Description   Ecoustic® Blade is an acoustic modular ceiling tile + panel combining superior sound 
absorption with the sophistication of PEFC-certified solid timber

Finishes   Timber: Espresso Hemlock, Walnut Hemlock, Hickory Hemlock, Shale Hemlock,   
Hemlock Clear, White Wash Hemlock, Spotted Gum, Western Red Cedar, Birch Ply

Dimensions  Ceiling Tile: To fit 600 x 600mm, 1200 x 600mm and custom 2400 x 600mm ceiling grids
 Wall + Ceiling Panel: 305 x 2700mm
Acoustic  NRC 0.40 – 0.85 / αw 0.40 – 0.85       
 Please refer to results of each profile
Fire Test  AS/NZS 3837 (AS 5637.1)
Environment  Low VOC and PEFC-certified timber
Application   Tile: ceilings 

Panel: wall and ceilings
Please Note   Timber grain and colour may vary from samples  

As a natural timber product, variation from batch to batch may occur 

Ecoustic® Blade adds another dimension to any interior space by combining natural solid timber with quality acoustic 
performance in a modular system.
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Ecoustic® Blade Ceiling Tiles 
Ecoustic® Blade Ceiling Tiles are available in five profile options, three tile sizes and designed for use in a standard 24mm and 15mm two-way 
ceiling grid system. The 1200 x 600 tiles conceal the ceiling grid and can be arranged as a continuous linear system and the 600 x 600 tiles 
can be installed in both a linear and a checkerboard pattern.

Ecoustic® Blade Panels 
Ecoustic® Blade Panels are available in four profile options and can be installed in horizontal or vertical orientation on walls and ceilings.

Ecoustic® Infill 
For increased broadband sound absorption including critical human speech range frequencies, Ecoustic® Blade ceiling tiles can be installed with 
an Ecoustic® Infill. Specifically engineered to deliver outstanding sound absorption in ceiling applications compared to standard linear systems, 
Ecoustic® Infill is a thin and compact material that eliminates the need for bulky high-density fibre insulation previously required to achieve 
high levels of sound absorption in low and high speech range frequencies. All Ecoustic® Blade profiles have been tested with and without the 
Ecoustic® Infill.

Ideal for New + Existing Fitouts 
Designed for use on walls and ceilings, Ecoustic® Blade is ideal for new and existing fitouts to maximise sound absorption. The unique system 
features a black acoustic scrim backing to enhance sound absorption, which is ideal for architectural acoustic installations where echo 
reduction is critical to the comfort and amenity of the room.

Easy to Install 
Ecoustic® Blade is designed for modularity and is pre-finished allowing for simple and efficient installation and ease of ongoing maintenance. 
The design results in a linear timber finish with minimal onsite labour for installation.

Designed for the Environment 
Ecoustic® Blade is made from PEFC-certified solid timber sourced from sustainably-managed forests, this gives Ecoustic® Blade an 
environmental advantage over veneered MDF alternatives that may contain formaldehyde or other harmful VOCs (volatile organic compounds).

Complete Solution 
Ecoustic® Blade Tiles + Panels are laboratory tested to confirm each individual profile’s acoustic rating, fire ratings and low-VOC results to 
provide assurance of performance.
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